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Speaking

Part 01 - Personal details / background  job/family/ studies
Part 02 - cue cards
Part 03 - more complicated

Job

- What is your job? what do you do for a living?
#1  limit your answers to 2 -3 sentences
#2 start every answer of yours with: well, …. / actually, … / in fact, .../ to be honest, .../ to
tell the truth…
#3 be direct and relevant …..
#4 paraphrase the question…
#5 for example / because
#6 tel lies if necessary
#7 be balanced

What is your job?
- Actually, I’m a designer and I work for a leading company in gold craftsmanship. And

also I do some freelance job.

Is this your dream job?
- In fact no! I would prefer to be a product designer and prove myself as an Icon in this

field.
If you have to change your job, what would your new one be?

- Actually, I love being a designer, but in case I have to choose another one, I would opt to
be a celebrated /famous/ well-known painter.

How do people find a proper job in Iran?
- Young graduates may find suitable employment through different methods; they may

refer to recruitment agencies, also they would find vacancies in newspapers, but in Iran
like in other third-world countries connection is the most reliable option.

Ielts Writing :
● Task 1 (20 mins / +150 words)
● Task 2 ( 40 mins/ +250 word)

Sentence Structure1: Subject + Verb
Sentence Structure 2: Subject + Verb(tr) + Obj (dir)



Sentence Structure 3: Subject + Verb(tr) + Obj (dir)+ preposition + Obj (indir)
Sentence Structure 3: Subject + Verb(tr) + Obj (dir)+ preposition + Obj (indir) + adverbs (manner
+place+ time)
My brother sent an email to his boss angrily in the kitchen last night.
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